Looking forward
not backward,
being aware of and
showing gratitude
for our many
blessings, and
reciprocating
others’ kindness
and help, make our
world better.

We are grateful for
the unifying power
of thanks-giving
among all people.
Jennifer & Peter
Altabef

Your love and
support encourages
me to be bold and live
life to the fullest.
I hope to be the same
light to others.

I am grateful
that the spirit of
thanksgiving and
gratitude are in the
heart of our city.

Simone Skinner

Linda and Chris
Slaughter

How boring
would life be if
God had made us
all the same. We
need to embrace
and celebrate
our differences!

“Gratitude is much
more than a verbal
expression of thanks.
Action expresses
more gratitude
than speech.”
— Mary Baker Eddy

Jeffrey Kurz

Allyson, Andrew,
Theo & Lucy Spires

Dmitriy Kolasnikov

For the blessings
of yesterday, today,
and tomorrow —
I owe my eternal
gratitude.
Corey Rawdon

We are forever
grateful for the
land on which this
landmark rests
providing a diverse
respite for all.
Dallas Parks
Foundation

We are blessed to
reside in Dallas and
are grateful for so
many opportunities
to contribute to the
growth and vitality
of our community.
Barbara & Stan
Levenson

From an
unknown author:
“Contentment is
not the fulfillment
of what you want,
but the realization
of how much you
already have.”

The things you
take for granted
someone else is
praying for.
Presley Poehler

The Denesuk Family

Navigate the
glorious Creation
of our Lord with
wide eyes of
wonder. Thank Him
with acts of Love;
bring Hope and Joy
to all.
Jeffrey Scott
Ketterer

Sherer Family

Gratitude is a lens
through which the
world brightens.

Profoundly
grateful for the
heritage of
responsiveness to
our Creator that is
celebrated and
anchored in
Downtown Dallas.

I'm grateful for the
people who love
downtown Dallas.

Greater love has
no one than this,
that someone
lay down his life
for his friends.

CHAPEL OF THANKSGIVING, THANKS-GIVING SQUARE

Gratefulness for
those that strive
to improve other's
lives. We transcend
when we embody
positivity in our
hearts and minds.

statements of gratitude

P. Jason Poehler

